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Abstract. Optical clearing (OC) is a promising method to overcome limitations in biomedical depth-resolved optical studies. Mechanisms of OC in purified bovine Achilles tendon, chicken skin, and chicken tendon were studied using time-lapsed, three-dimensional second harmonic generation (SHG) and two-photon fluorescence microscopic imaging. Quantified nonlinear optical measurements allowed temporal separation of two processes in collagen OC with glycerol. The first one is a fast process of tissue dehydration accompanied with collagen shrinkage and the second relatively slow process is glycerol penetration into the interstitial space of collagen alongside with CF swelling. The use of 50% glycerol induced less-expressed OC via partial substitution of water molecules with glycerol molecules. We also found that phosphate-buffered saline- and glycerol-treatments were reversible, and fiber morphology and SHG signal intensity were recovered after the removal of immersion agents. It was shown that tissue OC was a dynamic process and elucidation of its physical mechanisms may help choose optimal diagnostic, treatment, and modification regimes for collagen-based as well as other types of biomaterials.
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In addition to the development of safe and more effective OCAs for biomedical applications, the elucidation of OC mechanisms may lead to improved development of OC strategies. In particular, with the increasing applications of lasers in surgery, diagnostics, and therapeutics, it is important to understand how OCAs interact with biological tissues, cells, and molecules such as collagen, a major component of the intracellular matrix. Currently, explanations of the OC mechanisms of collagen fiber (CF) by the use of glycerol and other hyperosmotic agents remain inconsistent. Previously, two mechanisms for reducing light scattering in biological materials by the use of OCAs have been suggested. The first is tissue dehydration caused by the introduction of the hyperosmotic agent, resulting in tight and uniform packing of optical scattering components.

The second mechanism is matching of refractive indices of the clearing media and the extracellular matrix. However, in one study, through the use of second harmonic generation (SHG) imaging and polarization light microscopy on tendon, native skin, and engineered skin specimens, a new mechanism for tissue OC was suggested. In this particular case, glycerol was used as the OCA, and it was found that backward SHG (BSHG) signal vanished and the CF banding pattern, which was revealed under polarization light microscopy, disappeared. Therefore, CF dissociation was proposed as a molecular mechanism for glycerol-mediated OC. Subsequent application of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) led to the recovery of SHG intensity, and it was suggested that re-association of high-order collagen fibril structure occurred when glycerol was removed. Molecular basis of OC in collagenous tissue induced by chemical agents were investigated using a combination of molecular dynamics simulations and optical spectroscopy.
The conclusion that hyperosmotic OCAs caused adverse effects on collagen-containing tissues was supported by another study, in which a decrease in the forward SHG (FSSHG) intensity from mouse tail tendon treated with a medium containing 50% glycerol was demonstrated, and it was concluded that collagen OC was not enhanced. However, no significant effects of glycerol on collagen fibrillar pattern as well as on the supramolecular organization of acto-myosin complexes were observed. Similarly, transmission electron microscopy revealed that collagen fibril organization was not destroyed by glycerol, and glycerol treatment resulted in more densely packed collagen arrays. Furthermore, optical coherence tomography (OCT) and photographic images of tendon and skin treated with glycerol and air-drying indicated that OC mechanism in collagenous tissues was mainly tissue dehydration. Yu et al., developed a partial least squares regression model based on reflectance spectra in the range of 1100 to 1700 nm to quantitatively investigate the dehydration of skin, and concluded that dehydration was the main mechanism of skin OC for 1,2-propanediol, 1,4-butanediol, or PEG200 during the 60 min topical treatment, whereas for PEG400, glycerol, or D-sorbitol, other mechanisms that further enhance OC besides the dehydration should exist.

The role of backscattering in SHG tissue imaging was discussed in a previously reported study, and it was shown that BSHG image obtained for thick turbid tissue, such as tendon, was a result of a significant contribution of the FSSHG signal that was backscattered toward the focusing objective in addition to the direct BSHG signal. Also, authors clearly demonstrated that any variation in the linear scattering properties of tissues can strongly affect BSHG image formation.

In this work, we attempted to perform a comprehensive quantitative study to elucidate physical mechanisms of glycerol-induced OC in collagen-based tissues through multiphoton imaging. We investigated the dynamics of collagen OC on samples that have undergone air-drying, 100% glycerol, and 50% glycerol solution treatment. By the acquisition and analysis of FSSHG, BSHG, and two-photon fluorescence (TPF) imaging, the effects of OC on bovine Achilles tendon (BAT), chicken tendon and skin are studied.

2 Materials and Methods

Multiphoton imaging was achieved using a laser scanning microscope system (LSM 510 META, Zeiss, Jena, Germany) coupled to a femtosecond (fs) titanium:sapphire laser operating in the wavelength of 780 nm and repetition rate of 80 MHz (Tsunami, Spectra-Physics, Mountain View, CA). The nominal value of the laser pulse-width was around 120 fs and the in situ average power was between 5 to 50 mW. Two Zeiss, Plan-Neofluar air objectives (20 × /NA 0.5, working distance (WD) = 1.3 mm and 10 × /NA 0.3, WD = 3 mm) were used for imaging. The detection bandwidths of the BSHG and TPF signals were 380 to 400 nm and 435 to 700 nm, respectively.

The collagen specimens included dry, type I collagen from BAT (27662, Fluka, Switzerland), and native CFs from chicken leg tendon (CLT), and chicken skin. The excised tissue specimens were briefly washed in PBS (Invitrogen, Auckland, New Zealand) and immediately mounted on the microscope well chamber. As an OC agent, we used either absolute glycerol (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, New Hampshire) or PBS solution containing 50% glycerol. The images were analyzed with ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).

For the comparison of BSSHG and FSSHG detection modes and quantification of the OC effect, we placed aluminum foil behind the upper section of CF, which allows the collection of a considerable portion of FSSHG signal through reflection. Concurrently, the bottom most section of CF was covered up by a layer of fluorescent plastic sheet that emits TPF signal for the dynamic tracking of CF transparency during OC; and the middle section was used for BSSHG imaging. The schematic arrangement of CF, an aluminum foil, and a fluorescent plastic sheet is presented in Fig. 1.

3 Results

3.1 Optical Clearing of the Purified Collagen Fibers

For imaging and quantification of the OC effect, we performed experiments on purified CF from BAT first. Purified BAT is used in an effort to obtain repeatable and statistically reliable results, and exclude the influence of other proteins and compounds that may participate in OC of biological tissues as discussed previously. Also, in these experiments, we took into account the displacement of the image plane during the drying and immersion of samples in media with different optical indices, and axially discriminated scan of samples was performed in such a way that the scan depth was larger than the entire sample thickness, and the pixel dwell time was small enough to provide 30 s for three-dimensional imaging of the sample. Next, the axial stack was averaged using ImageJ software to acquire the final multiphoton image. In this manner, we acquired time-lapsed multiphoton images of CF from BAT during the OC process with PBS and 100% glycerol. The representative multiphoton images are shown in Fig. 2(a)–2(g), where pseudo color red represents SHG signal from CF, and green represents TPF from fluorescent plastic plate, which is partially shielded by bottom-most section of CF. The SHG signal from the upper section of CF above dashed line in Fig. 2(a)–2(g) is more than three times stronger than that from the rest of CF and can be considered as FSSHG signal because the aluminum foil placed behind the CF reflects the forwardly directed SHG signal back to the focusing objective for collection and registration. The SHG image below dash line represents SHG signal backscattered within the specimen, which can be considered as BSSHG signal. Quantitative data
characterizing the dynamics of nonlinear signals and lateral profiles of CF are presented in Fig. 2(h)–2(j).

First, the temporal dependences of SHG signal from different ROI shown in Fig. 2(a) are presented in Fig. 2(h). Herein, Series 1 is the plot of local FSHG intensity from a circular ROI 1 inside the CF, Series 2 is the plot of total FSHG intensity collected within the rectangular ROI 2, which covered a segment of the fiber along the lateral direction, and Series 3 is total BSHG intensity from ROI 3. Series 1 and 2 clearly delineate nonproportionality of local FSHG and the total FSHG, which can be attributed to the changes in geometrical sizes of CF and collagen density during the process of OC.

The effects of CF shrinkage and swelling during OC were studied by measuring FSHG intensity profile across CF [Fig. 2(a), ROI 2 and 3] and are illustrated in Fig. 2(i). Finally, the variation in CF transparency under the application of PBS and glycerol is shown in Fig. 2(j), where the intensity profiles of TPF of CF-shielded plastics were measured within ROI 4 shown in Fig. 2(a).

When dry CF was immersed in PBS, local FSHG, total FSHG and BSHG intensities decreased rapidly (in less than 2 min) by a factor of 2.5, 1.6, and 7.1, respectively [Fig. 2(i), Series 1, 2, and 3]. At the same time, swelling of the fiber and the increase in the lateral dimensions by a factor 1.75 were observed [Fig. 2(i), Series 1 and 2]. Because the used BAT consisted of fibers insoluble in water, and disassociation of the CF was not observed during PBS immersion, the decay of BSHG intensity may be attributed to the decrease in FSHG scattering due to the partial refractive index matching as water (with optical index \(n = 1.33\)) penetrated into the CF and replaced the air, resulting in a better matching of refractive index to that of dry collagen (\(n = 1.53\)). The same mechanism of partial OC was responsible for approximately 1.7-fold increase in the TPF from the fluorescent plastics sheets at the site shielded with CF [Fig. 2(j), Series 1 and 2]. Reduction of FSHG intensity may be associated with the decrease of collagen fibril density within the focal volume, which was caused by penetration of water molecules into the CFs.

More complex processes occurred when the samples were treated with glycerol. After the removal of PBS residues and addition of 100% glycerol, CF shrank rapidly by a factor of about 1.5 during the first 30 sec of immersion [Fig. 2(c) and 2(d), Series 2 and 3]. In parallel with CF shrinkage, there was an increase in local and total FSHG intensities by factors of 3.4 and 2.1, respectively, as well as 5.8-fold decrease in BSHG intensity [Fig. 2(h), Series 1, 2, and 3, time-points 6.5 and 7 min]. The shrunken state of CF did not preserve well in glycerol as the lateral sizes of the fiber increased by approximately 50% during the next 2 to 3 min. Correspondingly, due to the expansion in lateral dimension and the reduction of the collagen density the local FSHG intensity at a selected ROI 1 dropped by 30% and stabilized eventually, whereas some
increase in total FSHG intensity [Fig. 2(h), Series 1 and 2] was recorded. The decrease in BSHG and the increase in total FSHG intensities can be associated with the decrease in scattering and glycerol-induced OC upon CF. The TPF imaging further confirmed the effects of the glycerol-induced OC in that the CF immersed in glycerol became increasingly transparent during the first phase (CF shrinking) [Fig. 2(c) and 2(j), Series 3], and the second phase (CF swelling) did not alter the optical transparency of the CF since the level of the TPF intensities remained during the process of OC [Fig. 2(d) and 2(j), Series 4]. Thus, both SHG and TPF imaging indicated that the penetration of glycerol molecules into CF and the subsequent swelling of CF preserved the effect of OC rendered by glycerol-induced dehydration. Presence of opacity was still observed along CF edges [Fig. 2(c), 2(d), and 2(j), Series 3 and 4], where weaker TPF may be caused by strong scattering of the excitation light with very small incident angle at the CF edges.

An intuitive follow-up step was to verify whether the glycerol-induced processes in CF were reversible. After the removal of residual glycerol and addition of PBS, CF-induced SHG pattern and intensity level almost reverted to the state observed in PBS-immersed CF prior to glycerol treatment [see Fig. 2(b) and 2(e), 2(h), 6 and 15 min time points]. Moreover, the complete reversibility of glycerol impact upon the CF became rather obvious if we compared the glycerol-treated CF image obtained in air with the CF image taken prior to glycerol application [Fig. 2(f) and 2(g)], where BSHG signal was observed as well. Panel (g) is shown next to panel (f) for a better comparison, which shows that qualitatively, temporal glycerol treatment does not change CF morphological structure and SHG signal. Interesting result relevant to OC mechanism obtained using time-lapsed nonlinear imaging of purified CF samples was the distinction of glycerol-induced shrinkage (dehydration) observed in first 30 sec of glycerol application as well as subsequent swelling and glycerol penetration into the interfiber space of CF. Furthermore, volume and shape of CF as well as BSHG and FSHG signals responded differently during these processes. Nonetheless, we found that these changes were reversible and tissue morphology revealed by SHG imaging was restored within few minutes after glycerol removal, which supported the statement that CF did not undergo dissociation under glycerol treatment.

### 3.2 Optical Clearing of Chicken Collagenous Tissues

Similar approach was applied to estimate the effect of air-drying on a tendon sample resected from fresh chicken leg in that one third of posterior side of the CLT sample was covered up by fluorescent plastics for retrieving TPF signal [bottom segment of Fig. 3(a)]. Pseudocolors green and red represent TPF signal from fluorescent plastic sheet placed behind the CF, and SHG signal from CF, respectively. (b) Axially discriminated SHG intensity profiles of the air-dried CLT acquired from ROI 2 (BSHG) and (c) ROI 3 (FSHG) shown in panel (a). (d) TPF intensity profiles acquired from ROI 1. (e) Temporal dependence of TPF, BSHG, and FSHG signals during air-dried and subsequent rehydration by the application of PBS at the time-point indicated by the arrow.
of the multiphoton image shown in Fig. 3(a), and upper segment of the sample was covered up using aluminum foil with the middle portion left uncovered. At last, we performed time-lapsed, axially discriminated scan of the sample during the dehydration.

Axial SHG intensity profiles from the CLT sample are shown in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c). The original sample was about 0.35 mm in thickness, and at the time of 0 min it was air-dried by the removal of PBS solution. Following dehydration, the sample was rehydrated by adding PBS to the well at the 40 min time point. Experimental series in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c) are related to ROIs 2 and 3 in Fig. 3(a) correspondingly. These graphs show that imaging depth, defined as a depth when SHG intensity drops two times relative to maximal intensity, increases with the period of the drying time and reaches the far edge of the sample [Fig. 3(b), Series 6 and Fig. 3(c), Series 5]. It can also be seen that maximal intensity of BSHG signal from ROI 2 in Fig. 3(a) drops by a factor of 1.3 [Fig. 3(b), Series 1 and 5], whereas FSHG signal emanated within ROI 3 upon reflection of an aluminium cover increases monotonically by a factor of 3.2 [Fig. 3(c)]. As for comparison, axial profile of FSHG signal taken at 2 min after wetting is shown [Fig. 3(c), Series 6].

Furthermore, time-lapsed axial profiles of TPF intensity extracted from the fluorescent plastic sheet overlying the tendon sample are shown in Fig 3(d). During air-drying, the localization of maximal intensity in these profiles shifts from 258 μm (Series 1) to 192 μm (Series 5), and the intensity maximum increased by a factor of 45. The shifting of maximal intensity and decrease in the optical thickness of the specimen are caused by the shrinkage in specimen thickness and the increase in sample refractive index during air-drying.19

Dynamics of TPF, BSHG, and FSHG intensities were acquired from ROIs 1, 2, and 3, during the periods of air-drying (0 to 40 min) and rehydration (40 to 56 min) [Fig. 3(e)]. In the initial stage of the sample dehydration, BSHG intensity was reduced [Fig. 3(e)] due to the decrease of backscattering of the FSHG signal; however, the scattering of tendon did not vanish, which was possibly attributed to air content within CF. Further, drying and OC processes contributed more effective focusing, and as a result, an increase in both FSHG and BSHG intensities was observed [Series 1–5].

We also studied the processes of OC in chicken skin through the use of 100% and 50% glycerol, and depth and temporal dependence of SHG intensity are shown in Fig. 4. Particularly, the results showed that the depth of FSHG registration increased from 50 μm to greater than 500 μm [Fig. 4(a), Series 1 and 4], and BSHG emanated from shallow depths [Fig. 4(c), Series 1] decreased to background level in 10 to 12 min after glycerol application, suggesting an occurrence of significant reduction in scattering. One can use the ratio of maximal FSHG intensity at the end of clearing period to BSHG or FSHG intensity at the beginning of an OC process as an indicator of the commencement of the process. In this manner, the ratios were determined [Figs. 3(c), 4(a), and 4(c)] to be 3.1, 4.75, and 1.7 for air-dried, 100% and 50% glycerol treatments, respectively, which verified that the application of 100% glycerol, as an OC agent, was more effective than 50% glycerol or air-drying.

Furthermore, we quantitatively investigated the effects of shrinkage and swell in CLT along lateral and longitudinal directions of fiber, and the magnitudes of changes during the OC were monitored using marks engraved by femtosecond laser micro lithography (Fig. 5).26

**Fig. 4** The profiles of axially (a) and (b) and temporally (c) and (d) dependent BSHG and FSHG intensities during OC of chicken skin with 100% (a) and (c) and 50% (b) and (d) glycerol and the following rehydration, in which glycerol was subsequently replaced with PBS at time points of 75 min and 95 min [indicated by the arrows in (c) and (d)].

*Hovhannisyan et al.: Elucidation of the mechanisms of optical clearing in collagen tissue.*
We measured the distances between two pairs of crosses along axial and lateral directions of the fiber based on both SHG and TPF images [Fig. 5(a) and 5(b)] as well as averaged FSHG intensity recorded during the tendon hydration with the application of PBS. The dependencies of FSHG intensity as well as the averaged relative elongation on averaged relative enlargement in lateral dimension are shown in Fig. 5(c). It is clearly seen that trends of both FSHG intensity (Series 1) and CF elongation (Series 2) change significantly as the lateral dimension is swollen by 125%, which indicates that two sequential processes in tendon fiber hydration have been observed. We conjecture that first process is the penetration of water into interfibrillar space, resulting in the decrease of total number of CF in imaging area and the corresponding reduction in SHG intensity. It is supposed that during the subsequent hydration and lateral dimension enlargement, water molecules also penetrate into intrafibrillar space, which results in the decrease of collagen fibril density. During this process the decaying trend of SHG intensity becomes more drastic due to the quadratic dependence of SHG on collagen molecules density.27

Finally, it was observed that glycerol-induced OC of tendon resulted in bright, narrowly directed SHG signal, which can be recorded by consumer photo or video camera (Fig. 6). The laser-scanning process upon samples, with a mean laser power of 50 mW, wavelength in the range of 830 to 900 nm, and 10 x /NA 0.3 focusing objective, can be seen with naked eyes using 400 to 450 nm bandpass filter.

Fig. 5 Multiphoton imaging of (a) a wet tendon sample from CLT where 4 marks (+) were laser-engraved; (b) the sample after drying for 40 min. The change in distance between engraved marks indicates shrinkage of tendon fibers during the air-drying process. Pseudocolors green and red represent TPF from laser-induced photoproducts and SHG from collagen, respectively. Fs laser with average power of 50 mW, centered wavelength at 780 nm, and 20 x /NA 0.5 objective lens were used for laser lithography and multiphoton imaging. (c) The dependence of FSHG intensity (Series 1) and axial elongation (Series 2) upon lateral dimension expansion in percentage during the treatment of chicken tendon with PBS.

4 Discussion

Native collagen-based biomaterials are widely used as optimal biocompatible substitutes in studies related to tissue engineering and regenerative medicine.28 Posterior to OC and stabilization by chemically induced cross-linking procedures collagen may be used in ocular treatments as well. Although previously implemented air-drying OC method provided partial transparency,29 application of hyperosmotic agents such as glycerol and proper OC regime were the ones that can essentially improve optical properties of the collagen tissue. Nonetheless, the mechanism of OC was not completely understood, and side effects were observed in many research studies, including in vivo experiments.5,9,24

In this paper, we reproduced and analyzed experiments on collagen OC using glycerol and air-immersion. Similar to previous results,22 we found SHG signal of glycerol-treated collagen disappeared in backward detection geometry. Additionally, it was shown that BSHG signal was reduced by a factor of 7.1 upon hydration of dry CF with PBS, whereas simultaneously recorded FSHG signal dropped by a factor of 1.6. In case of OC using glycerol, the depth of FSHG registration increased from 50 μm to greater than 500 μm along with incremental loss of image resolution for deeper layers. Furthermore, using TPF imaging, an increase from 40% up to close to 100% in transparency of collagen sample with the thickness of 70 μm as well as 45-fold hike of TPF signal at the depth of 250 μm were verified. Finally, it was shown that glycerol-induced OC was a reversible process, and CF morphology and intensity of both BSHG and FSHG signals reverted to the preclearing levels after glycerol removal and subsequent CF immersion in PBS. The SHG signal, emanated from purified CF of BAT with length of 0.9 mm and diameter of 70 μm recovered in less than 6 min, which indicated that the dissociation of collagen fibrils and subsequent re-association were unlikely as the portion of the dissociated molecules would have been removed together with glycerol.

The decaying trend of BSHG served as an indicator of collagen fibril disassembly in the processes such as thermal denaturation,23 laser destruction,22 and carcinogenesis.30 However, in the case of glycerol-induced OC, such decrease in BSHG intensity is a consequence of the reduction in light scattering within samples and can be used for the measurement of OC efficiency. For collagen structure, since the coherence length of BSHG (40 nm) is much smaller than that of FSHG (7 μm), the primary
BSHG signal generated alongside with FSHG is 2 to 4 orders of magnitude lower than that of FSHG. Nonetheless, in highly scattered biological tissues such as tendon, skin, bone, and cartilage, the enhanced OC leads to an increase of FSHG and a decrease in BSHG intensities (Figs. 2–4, 6).

Collagen shrinkage was the key effect in OC described in previous studies. Specifically, OCT measurement showed that air and 100% glycerol immersion resulted in 1.3-fold shrinkage in lateral dimension of CF. In addition, the authors observed 1.35-fold weight loss and concluded that dehydration was the main mechanism of glycerol OC. Shrinkage of dermis thickness was also observed in vivo experiments implemented with 100% glycerol. Our experiments showed concomitant shrinkage with incremental SHG signal intensity during both processes of CF air-drying and glycerol immersion (Figs. 2, 3). Oppositely, swelling effect of CF was pronounced during PBS-immersion process upon dry CF, or CF with prolonged (0.30 sec) immersion in 100% glycerol (Figs. 2, 4, 5). The swelling process of CF was also observed during the treatment with 50% glycerol, which was further proven by the thickening of the dermis under in vivo treatments of 20% and 40% glycerol. Furthermore, transmission electron microscopy demonstrated that 30% glycerol in phosphate buffer induced a largely recoverable expansion of the interfibrillar space, and yet, the characteristic axial period of 67 nm in collagen fibrils was maintained.

In addition, our experiments showed that local FSHG signal dropped simultaneously with CF swelling, and more importantly, glycerol-induced swelling did not impair the sample transparency (Figs. 2 and 3).

Time-lapsed multiphoton microscopy allowed temporal separation of two processes in high concentration glycerol-induced OC. First, there was a fast process that resulted in sample dehydration and shrinkage. The second process was slower penetration of glycerol molecules into the CFs and a simultaneous decrease in collagen density (swelling). The first process was accompanied with increase and second one with decrease in SHG intensities. When glycerol was diluted with water, a partial replacement of water molecules with glycerol molecules occurred, thus, the proportion of glycerol content in the solution and the duration of OC determined the dominant effects on CF shrinkage or swelling. Quantitatively, OC can be described by the simple, heuristic particle-interaction model, which predicts that the reduced scattering coefficient (μs cm−1) for a densely distributed scattering particles is related to the reduced scattering cross-section for a single particle (σs cm−1) through μs = Φ(1 − Φ)σs/V, where Φ is the volume fraction of scattering particles and V is the volume of a single scattering particle. With the decrease of water content, the volumetric fraction of collagen will increase (Φ → 1), and thereby, μs approaches to 0. Note that OC through the optical index matching can also be described by this formula considering that σs ∝ Δn2, where Δn is the difference between optical indices of OCA and the clearing material. Therefore, in case of the first mechanism of OC (dehydration) optical index of OCA plays secondary role, whereas for the second mechanism (the replacement of water molecules with OCA molecules) optical indices matching of OCA and collagen and/or other tissues components is crucial.

Finally, we captured SHG signal from chicken tendon after the OC utilizing glycerol by a consumer photo camera during femtosecond laser illumination, and were convinced that forwardly directed SHG signal can be seen by naked eyes when the sample was scanned by fs laser beam with 830–900 nm wavelengths. These effects were not observed in any tissue with non-OC treated, opaque collagen, and open new perspectives in SHG imaging/photography of biological tissues and live organs.

5 Conclusions

In summary, based on multimodal, quantitative nonlinear microscopic studies, we showed that tissue OC was a dynamic process and specified OC mechanisms of CF. First one is a fast process of tissue dehydration accompanied with collagen shrinkage and the second, relatively slow process is glycerol penetration into the interfibrillar space of collagen alongside with CF swelling. The available data suggested that the glycerol treatment of collagen was not destructive, and yet, an effective tool for OC of collagen-based materials. Elucidation of the physical mechanisms of OC can be used for optimization of optical diagnostics and laser therapy upon tissues as well as for the effective modification of collagen-based materials.
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